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Abstract- Basically, a steganography indicates two of the principal requirements such the messages and 
the carrier file. Besides, it should have three aspects: capacity, imperceptibility, and robustness. This 
paper will show how to enhance the capacity of two types of carrier files for embedding message. By 
using Least Significant Bit method and modifying the four last bits of carrier files, bitmap and wav files 
could show the increasing of message size to be inserted to the carrier than only modifying the last 1 bit 
of carrier files.  Particularly bitmap file which still had good quality visual showed PSNR value in 
31.5460 dB, but wav file was only 3.8929 dB. 
 
 
Index terms: Capacity Steganography Enhancement, Image and Audio Steganography, LSB Method, Least 
Significant Bit, Steganography. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Many researches have explained about steganography as a technique for hiding a message in a 
carrier file so the manner that the very existence of the message is unknown. Steganography 
techniques have been developed in order to achieve the security. The goal of Steganography is to 
avoid drawing suspicion to the transmission of a hidden message. If suspicion is raised, then this 
goal is defeated [1-8]. Message or the hidden secret information which embedded to the carrier 
file should be difficult to be detected by hackers. It can be done by using method or algorithm 
embedding. And message can be extracted again by retrieving algorithm. There are some 
powerful methods or algorithm to be used in this case. It is caused by this study have been started 
since 1995 to 2006 from the publication statistics of IEEE [9]. But the most popular one is Least 
Significant Bit Method [10,11]. LSB works by replacing directly the last bit of the media with 
secret bits to get the stego-image hence this method is supposed as an easy and fast in the 
algorithm. 
In steganography, image has become an essential, potential, and popular file to be used as carrier 
file for protecting the confidential information [12]. But actually, theory had said that all of the 
digital files could be used as a carrier file or the message. Besides, there are three important 
aspects to be considered for steganography [13]: (i) Imperceptibility: means to preserve the 
details of the carrier file when the secret information is being embedded. (ii) Payload capacity: 
means the maximum number of bits that can be hidden with an acceptable resultant stego file 
quality. (iii) Robustness: is the ability of stego file to retain its contents from attacks.  
The main focus of this work is how to enhance of capacity message to be hidden inside of carrier 
file by using Least Significant Bit Method. This project will try to use audio file, wav file, to be 
carrier also beside image. Both of carriers are uncompressed file. They used because they have 
close structure of raw data.  
We tried to modify as much as four bits of the last bit of carrier file directly to get more space in 
carrier. The more space is the more message size can be inserted into a carrier. We have tried to 
do the similar work with the same carrier files, image and audio uncompressed files, by modified 
the two last bit of the carrier only. In that research we could show that carrier files could 
accommodate more space as much as two times larger than only modified of 1 bit of the carrier 
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files [14]. These researches are motivated by Habbes statement (2006) which exploring four bits 
but not more four bits to larger capability of steganography carrier file to hide message [15]. 
Related papers to this method study, there are some publications in common year using LSB as 
their method: Kriti Saroha and Pradeep Kumar Singh (2010) researched steganography with 
audio file as its cover using LSB [16], Sujay Narayana and Gaurav Prasad (2010) researched the 
image steganography using LSB [17], Pradeep Kumar Singh and R.K.Aggrawal (2010) using 
LSB method for hiding image into audio files, Saurabh Singh and Gaurav Agarwal (2010) 
utilizing LSB for video steganograph [18], Rahul Rishi (2011) researched steganography to the 
image stegano with Mode and Multiple Technique method which still developed from LSB 
method [19], and others. 
 
II. METHODS 
 
a. Least Significant Bit Concept 
Basically, the computer was created due to binary numbers, known as two numbers, namely 0 
and 1. Both of these numbers are often referred to as bits. Then, these bits will continue to form a 
composite sequential and binary structure into a set of information. Set of information is 
composed of 8-bit or often referred to as 1 byte. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Binary Representation 
 
Binary information bits are classifications based on the sequence and its influence in the byte 
bits. These bits are divided into 2 groups, the Most Significant Bit (MSB) and the Least 
Significant Bit (LSB), as shown in figure 2. Most Significant Bit is representation of 4-bits which 
have a major influence on a range of information, means drastic changes that would occur if these 
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bits are modified. While the Least Significant Bit is a 4-bit representation of the least influential 
when the bits are modified and will not be a drastic change, so the possibility of human prejudice 
against LSB bits are modified very little. Thus, the right, the bits are smaller effect on the 
integrity of the data contained. Therefore, the 4-bit last modified and became the sticking a 
steganography digital information. 
 
b. Steganography Testing 
This steganography research will be test to find the level of quality stegofile after the message 
embedded to the carrier. For the bitmap carrier type file tested using the Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio (PSNR) formula and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for wave stegofile which both of 
these formulas will be counted in decibel (dB). The value of PSNR is good if it is above of 20 dB 
with formula [16]: 
 
(1) 
 
255 is the highest value of pixel intensity and MSE (Mean Square Error) is the average value of 
total square of Absolute Error between carrier file and stegofile. MSE can be counted with the 
formula bellow: 
 
(2) 
 
The SNR formula used to know the distortion ratio that happened after the message inserted to 
the carrier with the formula [17]: 
 
  (3) 
 
X(n) is the average of RMS (Root Mean Sequare) value from the carrier file and Y(n) is the 
average of RMS value from stegofile. The RMS value is the formula to know how big the sample 
audio out of any audio file. It can be known by using the audio editor application that provides 
information about quality of RMS audio, for example: Cool Edit Pro 2.0. 
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III. DISCUSSION 
 
Generally, every steganography application has process to hide or extract the message to the 
carrier file. So it is the same with this research that shown in figure 7 that has process, input data, 
and output data just like other steganography:   
 
 
Figure 3.  Illustration of General Process System 
 
Based on the figure 3 above can be explained bellow: 
1. Requirement data. There are three data need for this application that different with the 
main process: Message, the cover for hiding message, and data that brings the message. 
2. Main process. It used to process every data that input to the application. There are two 
main processes: Embedding process to hide the message into the carrier file and 
Retrieving process to extract the message from the carrier. 
3. Output is the result from the main process. Embedding output process is called by 
stegofile, and retrieving output process is the message that inserted in stegofile. 
 
a. Embedding Process 
Below is figure 7 to show the embedding process flowchart. Based on figure 4, embedding 
process can be explained bellow:  
1. User must input the carrier file and message to be inserted.  
2. Carrier file and message are converted to the binary.  
3. Carrier file having converted is parted, such as: file header or file chunk as the important 
part of file.  
Main  
Process 
 
Embedding 
Retrieving 
Requirement  
Data 
Message 
Carrier file 
Stegofile 
Output 
 
Stegofile 
Message 
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4. Bytes can be modified with take the size of carrier twice bigger than the size of message. 
5. Bytes of carrier file will be indexed to array that consist 4 bits per index. 
6. Looping the process till all the bits message finished to be inserted to the carrier.  
7. Gather all file info and parts have been inserted. 
START
INPUT 
CARRIER 
FILE
INPUT 
MESSAGE
CARRIER FILE > 
MESSAGE?
NO
CARRIER AND 
MESSAGE 
CONVERTED TO 
BINARY
YES
CARRIER FILE INFO AND PLACE 
FOR THE MESSAGE IN THE 
CARRIER ARE PARTED
TAKE A BYTE CARRIER AS MUCH 
AS 2 TIMES THE NUMBER OF 
BYTES OF THE MESSAGE, AND 
EVERY 4 BITS ON THE CARRIER 
GIVEN NUMBERING/ INDEX 
ARRAY SO THAT EACH INDEX IS 
ODD THE LSB OF EACH BYTE IT
CHANGE EVERY THE FOUR 
MESSAGE BITS TO THE 
CARRIER USING LSB METHOD
EVERY 4 BIT FROM BYTES 
MESSAGE IS GIVEN NUMBERING/ 
INDEX SO THAT EACH BYTE 
PARTED TO BE 2 PARTS
GATHER THE FILE INFO 
AND BYTE CARRIER 
STEGOFILE
FINISH
LOOPING TILL ALL 
MESSAGE BIT IS 
FINISHED TO BE 
INSERTED 
 
Figure 4.  Embedding Flowchart 
 
b. Retrieving Process 
Below is figure 5 to show the embedding process flowchart. Based on figure 5, embedding 
process can be explained:  
1. User must input the stegofile  
2. Stegofile converted to binary.  
3. Bytes of stegofile indexed in every 4 bit.  
4. Extract the message from the carrier. 
5. Looping the process till all bits collected.  
6. Gather all bits to be converted be message 
7. Rretrieving Process finished. 
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Figure 5.  Retrieving Flowchart 
 
III. RESULTS 
 
a. Capacity Steganography Test 
Basically, this test is performed to determine the capacity or size of a file before bringing the 
message (carrier file) with file after carrying the message (stegofile). The trick is to compare size 
or the capacity of the two files. A good condition for steganography system is when the size or 
capacity of the file either before or after the inserted is unchanged. 
Capacity testing can be seen by using the properties file on Windows operating systems. In 
accordance with the background already explained in Chapter I, the test will only be performed 
on files type carrier *.Bmp and *.Wav. Steganography capacity test results can be seen in Table 
1. It can be concluded that from the aspect of capacity, system modifications 4bit steganography 
can be good. 
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Table 1: Capacity Steganography Test 
 
No 
Carrier 
file 
Carrier 
Size (byte) 
Type Message 
Message Size 
(byte) 
Stegofie Size 
(byte) 
1 take a 
train 
ride_trime
d_2.wav 
1760668 Text 190 1760668 
animated_avatar.gif 5619 1760668 
human-face-vector-
1.jpg 
32562 1760668 
animated_avatar.gif 5619 1760668 
2 mol_pku2
.bmp 
571556 pesan_tes_mp2.docx 275643 571556 
animated_avatar.gif 5619 571556 
human-face-vector-
1.jpg 
32562 571556 
 
b. Quality Steganography Test 
The quality testing aspect involves examining and comparing the number of bits error between 
the carrier files and stegofile. It is done by using PSNR to image files and SNR to audio files. 
 
Table 2: Quality Carrier File Image Steganography Test 
 
No Carrier file Color Type 
Carrier 
Size 
(byte) 
Message Size 
(byte) 
MSE 
(db) 
PSNR 
(db) 
1 mol_pku2.b
mp 
RGB-24bit 571556 479806 24,5726 34,2263 
372166 24,6976 34,2043 
275643 22,6153 34,5868 
165390 13,8572 36,7140 
81004 7,6631 39,2868 
40506 4,5141 41,5851 
19907 2,8787 43,5388 
2 UIn_rek.bmp RGB-24bit 1326654 775207 44,3735 31,6625 
750848 44,3423 31,6626 
661744 44,2827 31,6685 
479806 32,0280 33,0755 
165390 11,2528 37,6182 
81044 5,4467 40,7695 
40506 2,6259 43,9381 
3 tugu2_graysc
ale.bmp 
Grayscale-
8bit 
242680 275643 43,3882 31,7571 
165390 42,7880 31,8176 
120023 42,6700 31,8296 
59353 21,1544 34,8768 
28896 10,7004 37,8368 
14889 5,6936 40,5769 
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4378 1,1662 47,4629 
4 lontong.bmp Grayscale- 
8bit 
262292 240448 45,3700 31,5631 
165390 44,5288 31,6444 
130812 45,5489 31,5460 
65116 23,9926 34,3300 
32542 12,7436 37,0779 
15674 6,2909 40,1437 
7321 2,1221 44,8632 
 
In this test, the image file want to use some image files *.bmp which had a different bit depth and 
level of color who are also different composition. As an example of the calculation of PSNR on 
the following image file, the image will be used as original picture and tugu2_grayscale.bmp 
Stegofile (3). Bmp as images that have been inserted messages with dimensions of 602 × 400 
pixel image and it will be seen in Table 2. 
From table 2 can be seen on the images PSNR quality tested showed that the results obtained 
demonstrate the quality of the image after the modification at the 4-bit-bit LSB is still good, is 
evident from the quality of PSNR is still above 20 db, thus increasing payload capacity is 
reached. From table 2, charts can be illustrated to see patterns of change in PSNR quality of the 
image file as follows: 
 
 
Figure 6.  PSNR chart for file mol_pku2.bmp 
 
Figure 7.  PSNR chart for file UIn_rek.bmp 
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Figure 8.  PSNR chart for file 
tugu2_grayscale.bmp 
 
 
Figure 9.  PSNR chart for file lontong.bmp 
 
From the graph in figure 6, 7, 8 and 9 above the known pattern of change in PSNR quality of the 
image file would be better if the message is inserted in the carrier file smaller than the carrier 
size. Below is a table to show the visual alteration of carrier file image steganography. 
 
Table 3: Visual Alteration of Carrier File Image Steganography 
 
File Name Original Carrier Image file Stegofile 
mol_pku2.
bmp 
 
 
Size of Original File : 571556 byte 
Color Type : RGB 
 
 
 
Size of Stego file : 571556 byte 
Size of Message : 275643 byte  
PSNR : 34,5868 
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UIn_rek.b
mp 
 
Size of Original File: 1326654 
Color Type: RGB 
 
 
Size of Stego file:1326654 
Size of Message: 661744 
PSNR : 31,6685 
tugu2_gray
scale.bmp 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Size of Original File: 242680 byte 
Color Type: Grayscale 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Size of Stego file: 242680 byte 
Size of Message: 120023 byte  
PSNR : 31,8296 
lontong.bm
p 
 
Size of Original File : 262292 byte 
Color Type: Grayscale 
 
Size of Stego file: 262292 
Size of Message: 130812 
PSNR : 31,5460 
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Table 4: Quality Carrier File Audio Steganography Test 
 
No Carrier file 
Color 
Type 
RMS 
Carrier file 
(dB) 
Message 
Size (byte) 
RMS 
Stegofile 
(dB) 
PSNR 
(db) 
1 Roland-GR-1-
Acoustic-
Guitar-C4.wav 
265262 -21,11 275643 -18,48 6,3143 
165390 -18,5 6.3453 
132002 -18,48 6,3143 
65116 - 20,57 12,9665 
32542 -20,99 19,4551 
15674 -21,04 21,7908 
7321 -21,08 25,4664 
4378 -21,09 27,2263 
3966 -21,1 30,2356 
3324 -21,1 30,2356 
2602 -21,1 30,2356 
2213 -21,11 - 
2098 -21,11 - 
1003 -21,11 - 
671 -21,11 - 
260 -21,11 - 
424 -21,11 - 
378 -21,11 - 
2 Nat King Cole - 
L-O-V-E.wav 
486956 -29,53 563118 -22,73 3,8984 
378184 -22.71 3,8873 
242347 -22,72 3,8929 
120023 -25,56 6,0066 
59353 -27,45 8,6674 
28896 -28,5 11,6403 
14889 -29.05 14,9153 
9385 -29,33 18,6967 
4378 -29,42 21,2865 
2098 -29,47 23,9152 
1003 -29.51 28,6835 
671 -29.52 31,6930 
888 -29,51 28,6835 
714 -29,51 28,6835 
699 -29,52 31,6930 
563118 -22,73 3,8984 
378184 -22.71 3,8873 
242347 -22,72 3,8929 
 
The test results in Table 4, it can be described graph to portray the patterns of change in PSNR 
quality audio files that have been inserted message with 4bit modified LSB method. In stegofile 
quality testing for wave files, the values of RMS (Root Mean Sequare) carrier files, as well as the 
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RMS value of the message files can be obtained with the help of apps Cool Edit Pro 2.0. The 
RMS value taken from Cool Edit Pro 2.0 is the average value of the RMS that generated by each 
audio file. From the example of calculating the PSNR can be seen in table 4. 
 
 
Figure 10.  PSNR chart for file Roland-GR-1-Acoustic-Guitar-C4.wav 
 
 
Figure 11.  PSNR chart for file Nat King Cole - L-O-V-E.wav 
 
From the graph 10 and 11 can be seen that applying LSB method with modifications 4bit audio 
file on the media for the purpose of increasing payload capacity is not reached because the 
messages can be inserted without damaging the quality of the audio file size is relatively small 
compared to the size of the carrier file. The maximum message size can be only 1% of the size of 
the carrier file. Below is a table to show the visual alteration of carrier file audio steganography. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Below are some of the conclusions derived from this research: 
1. Steganography files which has successfully made the message insertion and retrieving the 
digital media are image files *. Bmp, and sound files *. Wav with 4-bit LSB modifying 
the carrier file. 
2. The most out of the method 4-bit LSB modification found in the image file because the 
goal of increasing payload capacity without causing major changes in the quality of the 
file can be achieved. Whereas the results of the method 4-bit LSB modifications in the 
sound file can be said to be bad and unreached. 
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